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Fiction/Nature & Conser vavtion

Every Leaf a Hallelujah
Ben Okri
‘There’s so much joy and
hope and wisdom in this
story. And only Ben could
have brought the trees to life
like this. We really need his
particular brand of magic
right now.’
MAGGIE MCKERNAN,
EDITOR-AT-LARGE

A fairytale made for our times, written to be read by adults
and children, from the Booker Prize-winning author of
The Famished Road.
Mangoshi lives with her mum and dad in a village near
the forest. When her mum becomes ill, Mangoshi knows
only one thing can help her – a special flower that grows
deep in the forest.
The little girl needs all her courage when she sets out
alone to find and bring back the flower, and all her kindness
to overpower the dangers she encounters on the quest.
Ben Okri brings the power of his mystic vision to a
timely story that weaves together wonder, adventure
and environmentalism.

BEN OKRI was born in Minna, Nigeria. His childhood
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was divided between Nigeria, where he saw first hand the
consequences of war, and London. He has won many prizes
over the years for his fiction, and is also an acclaimed essayist,
playwright, and poet.

Fiction/Antholog y

Fiction Paperbacks

Book Title
Author Name, translated by Name

The Best of World SF

Adi siminih illeste rest, nimi, vent hitasit ibusape diciis arcid
que rehenihil ipiente pres quibus que nonsecus ut eum volut
harcid etur aliti volor am reiciet ex endelecepra veliatur,
quid et quis maxim dolum, cus magnis dolecus eum que
sum eatures tibus, as doluptaqui velita dolum numenditias
doluptate aceaque coriat repedior moluptatet earum nis
sequundit as utat.

Lavie Tidhar
‘21st-century science fiction
is defined by diversity and
multiculturalism, and it’s
been my joy and privilege to
put together the first massmarket anthology dedicated
to international SF. These
stories are fresh, exciting
and vital, and I can’t wait to
share them with the world!’

‘Nam qui del entisti uribus aut qui dolendam volupta essimet
harum nobitem quaturiae pore di duciet volo tori ipsumqu
aeperit aturisquatur maximincius.’ Quote Source
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Twenty-six new short stories representing the state
of the art in international science fiction, selected by
Lavie Tidhar.
The Best of World SF draws together stories from across the
spectrum of science fiction – expect robots, spaceships and
time travel, as well as some really weird stuff – representing
twenty-one countries and five continents.
Lavie Tidhar has selected stories that range from neverbefore-seen originals to award winners; from authors at every
stage of their career; and a number of translations, including a
story translated from Hebrew by Tidhar himself.

LAVIE TIDHAR

Book Title
Author Name, translated by Name
Adi siminih illeste rest, nimi, vent hitasit ibusape diciis arcid
que rehenihil ipiente pres quibus que nonsecus ut eum volut
harcid etur aliti volor am reiciet ex endelecepra veliatur,
quid et quis maxim dolum, cus magnis dolecus eum que
sum eatures tibus, as doluptaqui velita dolum numenditias
doluptate aceaque coriat repedior moluptatet earum nis
sequundit as utat.

LAVIE TIDHAR is the World Fantasy Award-winning

‘Nam qui del entisti
uribus aut qui
dolendam
volupta essimet
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author of Osama, The Violent Century, the Jerwood Fiction
Uncovered Prize-winning A Man Lies Dreaming, and the
Campbell Award-winning Central Station, in addition to
many other works and several other awards. He works across
genres, combining detective and thriller modes with poetry,
science fiction and historical and autobiographical material.
His work has been compared to that of Philip K. Dick by the
Guardian and the Financial Times, and to Kurt Vonnegut’s by
Locus.
lavietidhar.wordpress.com

@lavietidhar

NEW FICTION TRILOGY
Non-Fiction

FROM BESTESLLING AUTHOR

DAN JONES

Title of Book

In the summer of 1346, the biggest amphibious invasion fleet ever assembled in England left ports
across the south coast and headed for the Normandy beaches. One thousand ships, carrying fifteen
thousand troops, crossed the Channel, discharging in waves at St. Vaast-la-Hougue. Or Utah Beach,
as it came to be known almost 600 years later during a similar amphibious invasion.
‘Quidempero quatur, con
Nam que ne necus. Ucit as eaque pedit iscipsumquis intiaer
volorum
fugia nihic
temquefor
inciduc
The
ships
proceededexplitat.
under the cover of utmostumetur,
secrecy,cum
forced
the landing
and fought
the fugia nihic
ratur
sequam,
temque
inciduc
idunt.arrow shot and steel blades as
beachhead, the first boatloads of troops fighting
their way
through
Obis
a
dolorep
erferum
et
they secured a foothold on the continent. Many of them were maimed, and many died, their blood
Adi siminih illeste rest, nimi, vent hitasit ibusape diciis arcid
seeping
intoipsamus
the brownetur
sands am
as their comrades ran past them, towards even greater dangers and
minum
que rehenihil ipiente pres quibus que nonsecus ut eum volut
adventures
estrum, ahead.
con et explibus
harcid etur aliti volor am reiciet ex endelecepra veliatur,
et quiandicto
quo omnis
et quis
cus magnis
dolecuscampaign
eum que
The
success of the Normandy
landings in 1346quid
opened
themaxim
way fordolum,
a nightmarish
five-week
sum eatures
tibus, fanned
as doluptaqui
that
tore a pathmagnatur
through the Norman
The invaders
out andvelita dolum numenditias
duciamus
sapissitcountryside.
doluptate
aceaque
coriat
repedior
moluptatet earum nis
volum.’devastation to the land and its people. They ransacked, raped and robbed
brought
their way through
sequundit as utat.
ancient towns like Bayeux and Caen, scorching a route upriver along the Seine, before taking aim at
Salley Rooney, author
Nam qui del entisti uribus aut qui dolendam volupta
Paris.
of Normal People
turitisquas apercient magnis earum et prerunt, il ipidestis
The invading army fell short of the French capital, but they left their mark all the same. They crossed
ipsum nes a comnien emperum reribus doluptatem eaquodi
the rivers Seine and Somme, heading north in a race against their enemies, before fighting, on August
geniet et aut laccust iatinia ntiaspit a es eos essimet harum
26th, one of the most famous battles of the age.
nobitem quaturiae pore di duciet volo tori ipsumqu aeperit
aturisquatur maximincius.
Crécy.

Author Name

Il molo
mi, quis
dolupta
tiaeprothat
moluptatum et
The outcome of this devastating battle – and the
experience
ofmostiiscim
the Normandy
campaign
porercit,
nem.
velibusapis
mo mi,Itsunt
voloreium
am
preceded it – would shape the course of European
history
forApe
a century
afterwards.
forged
the
et a cupit
modis et Overlord,
providite nis
duciet
shape of nations, and the fabric of human lives.explignimet
It was the original
Operation
fought
by
many bands of now-forgotten brothers.
ESSEX DOGS will be the first book in a trilogy of novels set respectively 1346, 1347 and 1348,
during the white heat of the Hundred Years War between England and France.

AUTHOR NAME Nam qui del entisti uribus aut qui
dolendam
volupta
turitisquas for
apercient
magnis
earum et
UK publication of volume 1, ESSEX
DOGS,
is scheduled
August
2022.

prerunt, il ipidestis ipsum nes a comnien emperum reribus
doluptatem eaquodi geniet et aut laccust iatinia ntiaspit a es
eos essimet harum nobitem quaturiae.
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The Times
Book of
the Month

The Observer
Thrillers of
the Year

Waterstones
Book of
the Month

Ge ne r al & L ite r ar y F ic t i o n

Wakenhyrst
Michelle Paver
The
Bookseller
Editor's
Choice

The Times
Best New
Historical
Fiction

'The most impressive
novel of 2019...
It’s an utter triumph of
a book, a pitch-perfect
evocation of the stories of
M.R. James and A.C. Benson
filtered through a 21stcentury sensibility...'
JOHN LANGAN

Metro
Best Fiction
of 2019

Big Issue
Best Books
of the year

PUBLISHED • 198x129mm • 416 pp
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RIGHTS SOLD:
Swedish, Italian, German, Russian, Czech, Thai

A stunning new novel from the author of Dark Matter
and Thin Air.
1906: Maud lives with her scholarly father Edmund
in Wake’s End, a large manor house on the edge of a
Fen. When Maud’s mother dies in childbirth and she’s
left alone with her strict, disciplinarian father, Maud’s
isolation drives her to her father’s study, where she
happens upon his diary.
During a walk through the local church yard, Edmund
discovers a ‘doom’, taken from the church. It’s horrifying
in its depiction of hell, and Edmund wants nothing more
to do with it, despite his historical significance. But the
doom keeps returning to his mind. The stench of the Fen
permeates the house. And when he lies awake at night, he
hears a scratching sound – like claws on the wooden floor...
Wakenhyrst is a terrifying ghost story, an atmospheric slice
of gothic, and a descent into the mind of a psychopath.

MICHELLE PAVER was born in Malawi, central Africa,
to a Belgian mother and a South African father. After
university, she became a partner in a City of London law
firm, specializing in big-ticket litigation. Her father’s death
prompted her to take a one-year sabbatical, during which
she travelled around France and America and wrote her first
book, Without Charity. She resigned soon after her return, to
concentrate on writing.

michellepaver.com
@MichellePaver
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Contemporary Fiction

'Pitch perfect.'
COLM TOIBIN

OF
WINNER ERN
cHAG
JOHN M
OR
PRIZE F E
UR
L I T E R AT
2020

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
216PP

Love Notes From a German Building Site
Adrian Duncan

'A pitch perfect debut Paul, a young Irish engineer, follows his girlfriend to Berlin and begins work on
by a writer who never the renovation of a commercial building in Alexanderplatz. Wrestling with a new
relies on exaggeration language, on a site running behind schedule, and with a relationship in flux, he
or contrivance of any becomes increasingly untethered. Set against the structural evolution of a sprawling
city, this meditation on language, memory and yearning is underpinned by the site’s
kind... Any author
physical reality. As the narration explores the mind’s fragile architecture, he begins to
capable of writing a
map his own strange geography through a series of notebooks, or ‘Love notes’.
gripping scene about
drilling holes in
concrete is entitled to ADRIAN DUNCAN Adrian Duncan is an Irish writer and artist based in Ireland
take a bow. I have not and Berlin. He trained and worked as a structural engineer for over a decade,
enjoyed a novel this
received his chartership from the Institute of Engineers Ireland in 2008 and later
returned to university to study fine art. He has written a collection of short stories
much in a very long
titled Chicken-Lane Manifesto.
time."
FRANK SHOVLIN,
THE IRISH POST

Where Are We Now?
Glenn Patterson

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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'Glenn Patterson
When he unexpectly loses his job, Herbie struggles to find a purpose. His wife,
the great love of his life, has long left him for a Southerner, and his daughter has
gives voice to the
fled Belfast for London in search of work and an easier life. But a local cafe under
fear that when our
new ownership, a friend in need and an unexpected spark of romance give Herbie
children leave home
something to wake up for. From the author of Gull and Backstop Land (both
and our relationships published by Head of Zeus), Where Are We Now? is a novel about lost love, growing
end, we lose grip on
older and the realities of life in a society still haunted by decades of violence. By
turns moving and funny, topical and sharp, it is a life-affirming story of a life not yet
who we are...
over.
This is a beautiful
novel from one of
Belfast’s most notable GLENN PATTERSON was born and lives in Belfast. He has written a number
writers.'
of acclaimed novels including Fat Lad (Blackstaff Press), The International
WATERFORD STAR &
NEWS

(Blackstaff Press), The Mill for Grinding Old People Young (Faber) and he co-wrote
the screenplay of the film Good Vibrations, based on the Belfast music scene of the
1970s. He is Director of the Seamus Heaney Centre at Queen’s University.

Contemporary Fiction

Grace's Day
William Wall
Grace and her mother and sisters live on an island off the west coast of Ireland. Their
father is a successful writer of travel books that advocate a simpler way of life, though
he is so seldom there that his family become the subjects of his social experiments
and his children's freedom is indistinguishable from poverty. Grace and Jeannie
take turns to look after their little sister Emily. Then one day - Grace's day - Em falls
from the island's watchtower. But why and how Em found her way to that dangerous
height remains a mystery, and Grace's lifelong remorse and guilt force her to relive
the moment of her sister's death again and again.

Suzy Suzy
William Wall
WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
240PP

'Someone will kill my mother. It could be me. There is something wrong with me I
know, but I see my dad thinking about it too.'
Suzy Suzy is the story of three friends, Suzy, Serena and Holly. It is also the story of a
family and country in crisis, seen with wicked humour through Suzy's eyes. She can't
stand her mother; her father is keeping secrets; and her brother is a danger to himself
and others. Serena's life is even wrose. Only Holly, the weirdest of them all, seems
to be happy. As the three friends try to make sense of their lives, they are drawn into
the centre of a mystery surrounding a murder.Forced to make impossible choices,
Suzy must navigate the increasingly bizarre antics of her family and the oddities of
hte mystery she finds herself involved in, while also trying to survive the horrors of
secondary school.

RIGHTS SOLD:
Italian

WILLIAM WALL

is the author of five novels, three volumes
of short stories and four collections of poetry. His work has
won many awards, including the Virginia Faulkner Award and
the Raymond Carver Award. In 2017 he was the first European
to win the Drue Heinz Literature Prize. His novel This is the
Country (Sceptre) was longlisted for the Man Booker Prize.

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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@williamwallbook

Contemporary Fiction

Skin
E.M. Reapy
Would you travel the world to feel at home in your skin?
Natalie is uncomfortable in herself. Her most recent relationship is long since over,
and she is disillusioned with her career as a teacher. So she packs her bags and goes
travelling in hope of finding a place for herself in the world. But her isolation abroad
only heightens her sense of unease. Obsessed with how others perceive her, she
recoils from relationships and eats – compulsively and self-destructively, to silence
the anxious voice in her head that never seems satisfied.Skin engages powerfully with
issues of self and belonging via an incredibly beguiling protagonist – intelligent and
self-aware, sharp and acute.

Red Dirt
E.M. Reapy

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
352PP

RIGHTS SOLD:
Bulgarian

A group of young Irish migrants leave a man called Hopper for dead on an outback
road in Australia. They barely know him; no-one will miss him in their world of
hostels, wild nights on cheap wine and grinding work on isolated farms. In this
powerful novel about the discovery of responsibility, three young people – Fiona,
Murph and Hopper – flee the collapse of their country's economy. In the heat and
endless spaces of Australia they try to escape their past, but impulsive cruelty, shame
and guilt drag them down, and it is easy to make terrible choices.

E.M. REAPY

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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© Jessie Lendennie

is an Irish writer and tutor. She is currently a
Dublin UNESCO City of Literature Writer-in-Residence.
Her first novel, Red Dirt, won an Irish Book Award and the
Rooney Prize for Irish Literature.

Apollo Library Classics

'Litvinoff is a wonderful
chronicler of city life...
he conjures up postwar Berlin down to the
very smells... The Lost
Europeans is full of
heart and sensitivity... a
compelling investigation
into guilt and complicity.'

TLS

Apollo Library Classics

'Cultures and
nationalities, East and
West, merge and clash in a
reading experience like no
other... Set in in Travnik,
his home town, it leaps
off the page through
the characters and their
exchanges... amid a wealth
of incident.'

'During the last quarter
century, Sciascia has made
out of his curious Sicilian
experience a literature
that is not quite like
anything else ever done by
a European.'
Gore Vidal

Jan Morris

Irish Times

'The Day of Judgment is
that now improbable gift,
for which one cannot
be too thankful: a great
European novel.'
Susan Sontag

'Magical... Saltykov's satire
attacks the follies that
have blighted humans
from time immemorial:
lust, deceit, violence,
tyranny, subservience.
Saltykov twists the
reader's mind with irony
of situation and style...

'A fascinating book, in
the original sense of the
adjective – spell-binding,
mesmeric, and sometimes
disturbingly prophetic...
We leave it slightly
drugged and mystified,
yet somehow slightly
more aware of things than
when we started.'

'A masterly novel, at
once ferociously funny
and compassionately sad
in its depiction of the
subterfuges and small
betrayals by which people
struggle to survive in a
communist state.'

'A devastating memorial
to the old-time Labour
party.'

Daily Mail

Independent

The Herald

'An elegy for a doomed
way of life. The Hungry
Grass is a supremely
divine comedy: God's
laughter at the shattering
of a world. In the end, the
world proves too strong
for one mortal man to
sustain.'
Declan Kiberd

'Lovecraft is a dark and
baroque prince. I think
it is beyond doubt that
H.P. Lovecraft has yet
to be surpassed as the
twentieth century greatest
practioneer of the classic
horror tale.'
Stephen King

'The whole novel is
practically a picture of a
complete dehumanization
of human beings, of
an absolute victory of
matter over spirit. And
as such it is strikingly
powerful, convincing and
impressive.'

New York Times

For further information on any of these books,
contact Claire Kennedy at claire@headofzeus.com

'Very beautiful prose,
simple yet bright with
imagery and so distinctive
that one could mistake no
single paragraph for the
work of any other writer.
Johnson belongs in the
tradition of Emily Brontë
and Emily Dickinson.'

New York Times

Fiction/Historical

The Hester & Crow Trilogy
Katy Moran

False Lights (Book 1)
The year is 1817. Napoleon Buonaparte has won the Battle of Waterloo, Josephine is
presiding in London and the Duke of Wellington is being held captive in a secret location.
Hester & Crow is a swashbuckling, historical adventure-cum-love story - Poldark meets
Ivanhoe - which introduces us to Hester, a beautiful, fiercely intelligent, mixed-race daughter
of a naval officer, and Jack 'Crow' Crowlass, a broodingly handsome, charismatic former aidede-camp to Wellington. Fast-paced, thrilling and romantic from beginning to end, it is the
first in a trilogy that will follow the fortunes of Hester and Crow.

Wicked by Design (Book 2)
The year is 1819. In Cornwall, four women sit in the candlelit drawing-room at Nansmornow,
an ancient Cornish manor house. The air is thick with unspoken suspicion and secret malice.
As Hester Lamorn pours tea for her three guests, she has no idea one of them is about to rock
her new marriage to its very foundations.
Half a world away in St Petersburg, Hester's impossible and charmismatic husband, Jack
'Crow' Crowlas, will be caught up in a chess game of sexual manipulation, played out across
the sumptuous ballrooms of St Petersburg. All Hester and Crow hold most dear will be tested
to the limit and beyond: their love for each other and their child, and for Crow, the loyalty of
his only brother.

PUBLISHED AS FALSE LIGHTS • 198x129mm
• 464 pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

Scandalous Alchemy (Book 3)
In the palace of Fontainebleau, intrigue and scandal stalk the salons. Princess Sophia of
England is on her way there to meet a prospective husband. In Russia, she was known as
Nadezhda and rode fearlessly across the steppes with Captain Kitto Helford at her side.
Now he’s escorting her to Fontainebleau, but no one must suspect the love they once shared.
Cornish Clemency Arwenak is in France as the poor relation of an uncle she has come to fear.
It’s a relief to be seconded to the princess’s entourage. But soon long-ago childhood friends,
Clemency and Kit Helford, must face a frightening truth. Someone is trying to kill the
princess and Nadezhda herself is playing a game that will endanger them all.

KATY MORAN is a former editor at Scholastic and now
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© Sam Walmsley

lives in Shropshire with her husband and three sons. Her
Children's fiction has been shortlised for the Branford Boase
Award and she her YA fiction was an Amazon New Voices
title. She sometimes writes under the pseudonym, K.J.
Whittaker.

katymoran.co.uk

@KatyjaMoran

Fiction/Historical

The Fort
Adrian Goldsworthy
‘My Vindolanda trilogy
was essentially westerns set
on the frontier of Roman
Britain. The Fort starts a
new trilogy taking some of
the characters off around
the Roman empire, and in
many ways is more of a war
story – vastly outnumbered
defenders, riven by suspicion
and old hatreds, trying
desperately to hold out
against a siege.’
ADRIAN GOLDSWORTHY

From bestselling historian Adrian Goldsworthy,
a profoundly authentic, action-packed adventure
set on Rome’s Danubian frontier.
AD 105: Dacia. The Dacian kingdom and Rome are at
peace, but no one thinks that it will last. Sent to command an
isolated fort beyond the Danube, centurion Flavius Ferox can
sense that war is coming, but also knows that enemies may be
closer to home.
Many of the Brigantes under his command are former rebels
and convicts, as likely to kill him as obey an order. And then
there is Hadrian, the emperor’s cousin, and a man with plans
of his own.
The Fort is the first in a new gritty and realistic adventure
trilogy set on the frontier of the Roman Empire, from an
expert in the ancient world.

ADRIAN GOLDSWORTHY

is a respected historian of
the ancient world. He studied at Oxford, where his doctoral
thesis examined the Roman army, and he went on to write
acclaimed works of non-fiction including Caesar, Hadrian’s
Wall, and Philip and Alexander. His fiction includes the
authentic and action-packed Vindolanda trilogy, set in
Roman Britian.

JUNE 2021 • HOZ/HISTORICAL • 228x145mm • 464 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

‘A novel of explosive
action and profound
authenticity.’
HARRY SIDEBOTTOM

‘Great characters,
great atmosphere,
great read.’
WEEKEND SPORT

adriangoldsworthy.com

Fiction/Historical

The Wolf Hunt
Tim Hodkinson
'Fast-paced, detailed
and brillliantly written.
[For] fans of Bernard
Cornwell, George R.R.
Martin and Theodore
Brun.'
HISTORICAL NOVEL
SOCIETY

Iceland, AD 935: A warrior son must save his mother
in this gripping Viking adventure.
Einar Unnsson is destined to be great. When he fights, a
frenzy comes upon him. It makes him lethal in battle –
so lethal he just defeated the man his own father sent to
kill him.
Now, with Einar exiled from his kingdom, his father
turns his vengeance on Einar’s mother - his escaped
former bedslave. Yet Einar is in no position to protect
her. He’s made an enemy of the powerful King Eirik
and must fight for his own life before he can save her.
Einar depends on the Wolf Coats, a band of fearsome,
bloodthirsty warriors, but they’re convinced the fates
have cursed them. Will Einar's skill in battle be enough
to save his mother?

TIM HODKINSON

Tim Hodkinson was born and grew
up in Northern Ireland where he studied Medieval English
and Old Norse Literature at university. He lived in New
Hampshire, USA for several years and is now back in
Northern Ireland;

Source: Goodreads
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Fiction/Historical

A Time for Swords
Matthew Harffy
‘With A Time for Swords,
I have picked up the gauntlet
once again, taking the reader
to the dawn of the Viking
Age and the horrors of those
first Norse raids. And, for
the first time, I wrote the
story in first person. Finding
Hunlaf ’s voice, as he narrates
his tale, has been fascinating
and fun. I hope readers enjoy
his story as much as I loved
writing it.’
MATTHEW HARFFY

Lindisfarne, AD793. The life of a novice monk will
be changed forever when the Vikings attack in a new
historical adventure from Matthew Harffy.
There had been portents – famine, whirlwinds, lightning
from clear skies, serpents seen flying through the air. But
when the raiders came, no one was prepared.
They came from the North, their dragon-prowed longships
gliding out of the dawn mist as they descended on the
kingdom’s most sacred site.
It is 8th June AD793, and with the pillage of the monastery
on Lindisfarne, the Viking Age has begun.
While his fellow monks flee before the Norse onslaught,
one young novice stands his ground. He has been taught
to turn the other cheek, but faced with the slaughter of his
brothers and the pagan desecration of his church, forgiveness
is impossible.
Hunlaf soon learns that there is a time for faith and prayer…
and there is a time for swords.

MATTHEW HARFFY grew up in Northumberland where
MARCH 2021 • ARIES/HISTORICAL • 228x145mm • 400 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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the rugged terrain, ruined castles and rocky coastline had a
huge impact on him. He now lives in Wiltshire, England,
with his wife and their two daughters.

matthewharffy.com
MatthewHarffyAuthor

@MatthewHarffy

Fiction/Romance

Starting Over at Acorn
Cottage
Kate Forster
A heartwarming and uplifting village romance for fans of
Holly Martin, Tilly Tennant and Cathy Bramley.
Buying a cottage in the country may not be the usual cure
for a broken heart, but Clara Maxwell is desperate for a fresh
start. In person, though, Acorn Cottage is less charming
and more a real health and safety concern. When contractor
Henry Garnett turns up with his daughter Pansy and a van
shaped like a cottage, Clara isn’t sure whether to laugh or cry.
What on earth has she gotten herself into?
Still, there is something lovable about all the residents of
Merryknowe. And Clara can’t deny that Henry and Pansy are
quickly burrowing their way into her heart...

KATE FORSTER is an Australian writer and mother of two.

She is the author of many women's fiction books published
by Penguin Books Australia and now by Aria, an imprint of
Head of Zeus. She lives in Melbourne.
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Fiction/Saga

Coming Home to
the Four Streets
Nadine Dorries
‘I spent part of my childhood
in the Four Streets, and
its people and stories have
never left me. The characters
were larger than life, and
everywhere you looked
there were secrets, triumphs,
and disaster always lurking
around the corner. I couldn’t
stay away.’
NADINE DORRIES

The new heart-stopping instalment in the Four Streets
saga, from the Sunday Times bestseller Nadine Dorries.
Spring is coming to the Four Streets. But winter has been
the hardest in living memory. There has been no work for
the men on the docks, no food for their tough, resilient
womenfolk to put on the table. Children go hungry. What
wouldn’t their mothers give for just one cuppa?
News comes of a tramp steamer making its slow way through
the thick yellow fog of the Mersey. Ready for the men of the
Four Streets to siphon off some of its precious cargo: tea,
cigarettes, rum, rice, bananas and dried fruit, treasure to store
in lucky shed 7 with its broken lock, before being shared out
between hungry families.
There’s just one problem. Copper Frank ‘The Skank’ Wright
and his wife are moving into Tommy and Maura Doherty’s
old house and Frank is out for some high-profile arrests.
Meanwhile, Tommy and Maura have heard the news and are
on their way home from Ireland. There is always drama on the
Four Streets.

NADINE DORRIES grew up in a working-class family in

Liverpool. She spent part of her childhood living on a farm
with her grandmother, and attended school in a small remote
village in the west of Ireland. She trained as a nurse, then
followed with a successful career in which she established and
then sold her own business. She is an MP, presently serving as
a Minister of State in the Department of Health and Social
Care, and has three daughters.
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‘As heart-warming as it is
heartbreaking, this novel is
unputdownable.’
SUNDAY EXPRESS

‘A funny and sometimes
shocking saga. I couldn’t
put it down.’
CRISTINA ODONE

nadinedorriesauthor
nadinedorries.co.uk

@nadinedorries
@nadinedorriesmp

2020 Christmas Fiction
A Winter Wedding at Willow Tree Hall
Alison Sherlock
After recent heatbreak, Skye Jackson is homeless and has taken to the road in her motor home.
A surprise inheritance of a delapidated lodge house in the grounds of beautiful Willow Tree
Hall, forces her to change her plans. The only problem is, the lodge is co-owned by playboy,
Will Harris, who is keeping a low profile after a scandal. Skye desperately wants a home of her
own. Will needs a place to hide from the ghosts of his scandalous past. Can they find what
they are looking for in the magical wintry grounds of Willow Tree Hall?

A Shop Girl's Christmas
Rachel Brimble
Christmas at Pennington's department store in Bath is a magical time. Decked in holly,
mistletoe, tinsel and lights it shuld be the happiest place and time for everyone. But for
Cornelia Culford, in charge of jewellery, a divorce hearing looms and she fears losing custody
of her young sons to her unfaithful and overbearing husband.
PUBLISHED • EBOOK
Rights: WORLD ENGLISH

PUBLISHED • EBOOK
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Christmas at the Foyle's Bookshops
Elaine Roberts
London 1917. After her parents died in a tragic accident, Victoria did everything she could
to keep her siblings safe and off the streets. Working at the Foyles Bookshop with her best
friends is a dream come true, but now the war has put everything she holds dear in danger.
With her brother fighing on the frontline, Victoria wants to do her part. Little does she know
that volunteering to spend time with injured soldiers at Endell Street Military Hospital will
reward her in ways she could never have imagined. There are family secrets to uncover, along
with love, once lost but never forgotten. This Christmas, all the Foyles girls want is their loved
ones back, safe and sound.

A Dad of His Own
Minna Howard
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House-sitting in a castle over Christmas is a dream come true for Anna and her seven year-old
son, Freddie. But there's one Chrismas present Freddie wants more than anything, and it's the
one thing Anna can't give him - his very own dad. As Anna settles into her new surroundings
and a much slower pace of life, she is befriended by the local villagers and the castle workforce:
Simon, the gardener whom Freddie adores; straightforward, frank and honest Luke; and Julis,
the charming manager. Could one of them make Freddie's Christmas wishes come true and
repair Anna's broken heart? At the most magical time of the year, everyone needs a Christmas
miracle!
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Emma Burstall has
a true knack for
transporting you to her
world, amidst beautiful
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Jane Corry
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Fiction/Crime

THE

The Listeners
Anthony J. Quinn
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A new crime series set in the brooding landscape of
the Scottish borders from the author of the Celcius
Daly series. Not long out of the fast-track training
course at Edinburgh’s police college, Detective
Sergeant Carla Herron is about to be tested to
breaking point. She’s been called to Deepwell
psychiatric hospital in the Scottish borders to
interview a patient who has confessed to the murder
of one of the hospital’s psychotherapists. The
confession is vividly detailed, but for a man locked
in a secure ward and under 24-hour surveillance,
it is also utterly impossible. So why can’t the
supposedly murdered psychotherapist be contacted?
Why are the hospital staff so secretive, so difficult to
work with? Why have other Deepwell patients made
disturbingly similar confessions over the past year?
Against the advice of her superiors, Carla delves
deeper into the hospital’s past and is plunged into a
labyrinth of jealousies, lies and hallucinations.

PUBLISHED • 228X145MM • 320PP
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ANTHONY J. QUINN is an Irish author and journalist. He

was born in County Tyrone and studied English at Queen’s
University, Belfast. His first novel, Disappeared, was a Daily
Mail crime novel of the year.
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Fiction/Thriller

District Eight (Book 1)
Adam LeBor
Balthazar Kovacs, a detective on Budapest's murder squad, is on the trail of a dead
man. Minutes ago, Kovacs received an anonymous SMS showing a body and an
address: 26 Republic Square – the former Communist Party headquarters and once
the most feared building in the country.
But now, amid the ruins of the demolished building, Kovacs finds no dead body,
just six members of the Gendarmerie – an elite police force reporting directly
to the prime minister – and an invitation to hand over his phone and cease his
investigation.

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
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Kossuth Sqaure (Book 2)
Adam LeBor
When Detective Balthazar Kovacs is called out before dawn to a brothel owned by
his brother, he knows it can only be bad news.
A customer has died in the brothel’s VIP room. Worse still, he’s an Arab financier,
a guest of government, connected to a massive investment programme that could
transform Hungary. It looks like a heart attack – but why has the brothel’s CCTV
footage been erased?
Kovacs knows only too well the treacherous undercurrents that permeate life in
Hungary’s capital – the deadly intersection between the criminal underworld, the
corridors of power and the ghosts of history. He knows that his investigation is more
than likely to lead back to the seat of power, the Országház, in Kossuth Square... But
he does not expect to be swept into his own family’s dark past too.

ADAM LEBOR is a veteran foreign correspondent

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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who has covered Hungary and eastern Europe since 1990.
He is the author of six novels and nine non-fiction books,
including Hitler’s Secret Bankers (Pocket Books), which
was shortlisted for the Orwell Prize. His books have been
published in fourteen languages. He is an editorial trainer
and writing coach at the Financial Times and Citywire and
writes for the Economist, Financial Times, Monocle and a
number of other publications. He divides his time between
Budapest and London.

Fiction/Historical

People of
Abandoned Character
Clare Whitfield
‘An astonishing book set in
a Victorian London plagued
by Jack the Ripper... I’d be
amazed if it isn’t dominating
the shortlists come next
year’s awards season.’
M.W. Craven, author of
The Puppet Show

A brilliantly dark historical crime novel with a masterful
hook: what would you do if you thought your husband was
Jack the Ripper?
London, 1888: Susannah rushes into marriage to a young and
wealthy surgeon. After a passionate honeymoon, she returns
home with her new husband wrapped around her little finger.
But then everything changes.
Thomas’s behaviour becomes increasingly volatile and violent.
He stays out all night, returning home bloodied and full of
secrets. The gentle caresses she enjoyed on her wedding night
are now just a honeyed memory.
When the first woman is murdered in Whitechapel,
Susannah’s interest is piqued. But as she follows the reports of
the ongoing hunt for the killer, her mind takes her down the
darkest path imaginable. Every time Thomas stays out late,
another victim is found dead.
Is it coincidence? Or is her husband the man they call
Jack the Ripper?

CLARE WHITFIELD is a UK based writer living in a

suburb where the main cultural landmark is a home store/
Starbucks combo. She is the wife of a tattoo artist, mother
of a small benign dictator and relies on a black Labrador
for emotional stability. She has been a dancer, copywriter,
amateur fire breather, buyer and mediocre weight lifter. This is
her first novel.
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Fiction/Fantasy

The Stitcher
and the Mute
D.K. Fields
‘Melding noir with the
fantasy genre, this is rather a
clever read, one which feels
prescient for our reality.’
SciFiNow

The dazzling second novel in an upmarket fantasy trilogy
about murder, politics, and the power of stories.
Detective Cora Gorderheim has found the man who
strangled the Wayward storyteller. But he was just a small part
of a much bigger tale. Someone powerful ordered a murder
on Cora’s patch. That someone still lurks in the shadows. But
as she continues her investigations, Cora
is warned not to pry into the great and good of Fenest.
Too stubborn to know better, Cora keeps digging and begins
to piece together a conspiracy that reaches from
the gutter dwellers of the Union of Realms right to the top:
the Chambers.
As the Audience hear the Torn and Perlish tales, Cora realises
she must return to her own story, to its very beginning, if she’s
going to have any say in its end.

D.K. FIELDS is the pseudonym for the writing partnership
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‘An utterly absorbing tale set
in a fascinating world.’
Mick Finlay

of novelists David Towsey and Katherine Stansfield. The
couple are originally from the south-west of England, and
now live in Cardiff.

‘If you love storytelling,
you’ll love this.’
Simon Morden
@dkfields1
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